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Three-Dimensional Analysis on the Internal Structure of
Rice Leaf Tissue and the Intracellular Structure of
Mesophyll Cells
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Anatomical characteristics of the mesophyll in leaves are essential for understanding the plant
photosynthetic ability, potential productivity, and environmental stress adaptation. Mesophyll cells in
rice leaf blades have an intricate shape with a large volume of chloroplasts compared to other crops,
enhancing the gas exchange between stroma and intercellular airspace. The capacity of the gas diffusion
inside the leaf depends on the intracellular structure and intercellular airspace. However, it is hard to
characterize their structures on a three-dimensional (3D) level. This study used the 3D reconstruction
method based on serial section light microscopy to compare the cell structures and intercellular airspace
at three regions (adaxial, middle, abaxial) of rice leaf tissues. The 3D reconstructed models revealed that
the sizes of adaxial mesophyll cells appeared to be larger than those of middle and abaxial mesophyll
cells. In contrast, the mesophyll cell density in the middle region was higher than those in the adaxial and
abaxial regions. The volume of chloroplasts in adaxial mesophyll cells was more significant than those in
the middle and abaxial mesophyll cells. The volume of intercellular airspace in leaves showed no
difference among the three regions. Based on the 3D anatomical value, we will discuss the surface areas
of mesophyll cells (Smes) and chloroplasts (Sc) facing intercellular airspace that are important for
photosynthetic ability.


